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Notes to Editor
Inspiring architects and interior designers for well over forty years, Havwoods is the prevailing name in 

beautiful wood flooring design. Gracing the surfaces of some of the world’s best restaurants, hotels and 
private residencies, Havwoods’ superior collection is available in an extensive range of species, finishes 

and plank dimensions to ensure the perfect fit for any project. Combining unrivalled expertise, up-to-the-
minute designs and an ever-expanding global portfolio of showrooms, Havwoods sets the benchmark 

for superior quality wood flooring. Havwoods have showrooms across the UK including Clerkenwell 
and Chelsea in London and Carnforth near Lake District. 2022 will see the opening of new showrooms, 

including one in Knutsford in Cheshire. Free hand samples are available to order from the website.

Delivering the ultimate in wood flooring innovation, Havwoods’ Magna collection is designed specifically 
for use in commercial spaces, offering high-quality functionality without compromising on visual appeal. 

A superior solution for workspaces and retail environments, Magna provides access to underfloor services, 
reducing downtime for refurbishments, whilst being significantly faster and easier to install than using 

glue or underlay. The incredible design also provides both a practical and sustainable solution for re-using 
the flooring as it can simply be lifted, transferred and used in another space with ease.
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Each plank consists of an Oak surface layer and engineered core, the magnetised and foam-sealed wood 
boards provide a secure connection to the supporting pedestal which can be conveniently disconnected 

using a suction lifter for enhanced access.

Alongside these exceptional qualities, the Magna boards are also available in an array of trend-led finishes 
across the Havwoods Herringbone, Classic and V Pro ranges. Offering customers the choice to create a 

statement surface that can be removed and replaced easily thanks to its state-of-the-art system.

Additionally, just like the conventional Havwoods wood floor, the boards can be sanded and
maintained in exactly the same way to ensure a long-lasting, aesthetic floor surface. Whether

customers are renovating one main space or a larger area, the pioneering range makes for the
perfect choice thanks to its durability and diverse colour grades.

Renowned as a leader in its field, Havwoods’ unparalleled expertise and depth of knowledge sets it apart as 
the UK’s prevailing wood flooring brand. With its ever-expanding international portfolio, Havwoods makes it a 

priority to look after its customers with their wood flooring journey, providing outstanding consultation services 
and an incredible range of flooring products, catering for both the residential and commercial projects.
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